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ΛCDM model

Initial	power	spectrum	yields	to	a	hierarchical	growth	of	matter	perturbation

Planck	2018
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Issues with the ΛCDM model

Missing	satellites	and	“too	big	to	fail”	debate Cusp/core	debate

Bullock, Boylan-Kolchin (2017)

Oh (2015)



Possible alternative: WDM cosmologies

Free-streaming	of	DM	particles	determines	a	suppression	in	low	
mass	halos.	

Fairbairn+21



1) Constraints	on	WDM	models	from	
the	number	density	of	high-redshift	
galaxies	

2) The	epoch	of	reionization	in	WDM	
models

Outline	of	the	talk

background galaxies are magnified by factors up to ~10-20, 
providing the deepest yet view of the universe

lensed galaxies

slide by Jennifer Lotz



1-	Constraints	on	WDM	models	from	the	number	density	of	high-redshift	
galaxies

Abell 2744
Cluster 

Clusters as lensing 
telescopes

slide by Jennifer Lotz



Finding the faintest galaxies

Gravitational lensing is the tool we need to 
find the faintest, distant galaxies
and constrain their space density 



background galaxies are magnified by factors up to ~10-20, 
providing the deepest yet view of the universe

lensed galaxies

slide by Jennifer Lotz



Luminosity Functions of z=6 Galaxies in the Hubble Frontier Fields:  
Based on 2 HFF lensing clusters 164 galaxies at z=6

17

Fig. 10.— Comparison of the present stepwise UV LF at z ∼ 6
(dark red circles: see §5.6) with previous determinations by Atek
et al. (2015: blue squares), L16 (green squares), and Bouwens et
al. (2015) using the HUDF, HUDF-parallel, and CANDELS fields
(light red circles). All error bars and upper limits are 1σ. The dark
red squares give the results from our full forward-modeling proce-
dure, as given in §4 (but where the error bars are not independent:
see §5.6). See Table 5 for a tabulation of the present constraints
shown here. The red line shows our best-fit LF that we derive by
doing a forward-modeling analysis using the GLAFIC magnifica-
tion models as inputs. The luminosities of the individual points in
the L16 and Atek et al. (2015) LFs have been corrected brightward
by ∼0.4 mag and ∼0.3 mag, respectively, to ensure better consis-
tency with the luminosities (and total magnitudes) measured in
our own study (see §6.1.2). The dotted green line shows the fea-
ture in the z ∼ 6 LF results of L16 (i.e., an apparent steepening)
that likely drives their claiming no turn-over in the z ∼ 6 LF until
−11 mag (see §6.2).

6. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this paper is to present new constraints
on the form of the z ∼ 6 LF to low luminosities utilizing
new constraints from the first four clusters available from
the HFF program.

6.1. Comparison with Previous Observational
Constraints

Before looking into comparisons of our new observa-
tional constraints with theory, it is useful first to compare
the present results with previous results where available
to try to understand differences where they might occur.

6.1.1. Atek et al. (2015)

We first consider a comparison with the most recent
results of Atek et al. (2015) who make use of observations
available over the first three HFF clusters Abell 2744,
MACS0416, and MACS0717 and selected galaxies using
an I814-dropout selection criteria which would identify
galaxies from z ∼ 6 to z ∼ 7.
A comparison with the most recent determination of

the z ∼ 6-7 LF from Atek et al. (2015) is provided in
Figure 10. In comparing against the Atek et al. (2015) LF
determinations, we incorporate a ∼0.3-mag brightward

shift of the Atek et al. (2015) LF to correct for differences
in our apparent magnitude measurements for individual
sources. As already noted in one of the companion papers
to this study (Bouwens et al. 2016), overall the agreement
appears to be quite good, at least insofar as the stepwise
points are concerned.
The best-fit φ∗ and luminosity density that Atek et

al. (2015) estimate to −15 mag, i.e., ∼ 1026.20±0.13 ergs
s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3, is ∼0.18 dex lower than what we find.
This is a small but readily understandable difference that
arises because Atek et al. (2015b) provide a constraint on
the LF at a higher mean redshift than we do, i.e., z ∼ 6.5
vs. z ∼ 6, and also include in their determinations re-
sults from field surveys, i.e., CANDELS or the HUDF,
which probe z ∼ 7 vs. our z ∼ 6 probe. Given that
the integrated luminosity density to a limit of −17 mag
changes by ∼0.2 dex per unit redshift, our larger lumi-
nosity density estimate is entirely expected.

6.1.2. L16

To ensure that comparisons with the LF results from
L16 were made using a consistent luminosity scheme, we
carefully cross-matched sources from our catalogs with
those from L16 and comparing our measured apparent
magnitudes with those inferred from their study using
the tabulated absolute magnitudes, redshifts, and mag-
nification factors.
Comparing the total magnitudes we infer for sources

using our scaled aperture scheme to the L16-inferred
magnitudes, we find a 0.52-mag median difference, with
L16-inferred magnitudes fainter than ours, both for rela-
tively brightH160,AB < 28 sources and fainterH160,AB >
28 sources. If we instead estimate total magnitudes for
sources by taking the flux in fixed apertures that would
enclose 70% of the flux for point sources, as performed by
HUDF12 team (Schenker et al. 2013; McLure et al. 2013)
and derive an inverse variance-weighted total magnitude
from the Y105, J125, JH140, and H160 bands, we find dif-
ferences of 0.25-mag in the median, with the L16-inferred
magnitudes being fainter, comparing magnitudes for the
faintest sources (i.e., >28 mag). The L16 magnitudes
show a similar offset relative to the published photome-
try of Atek et al. (2015a).
Given that the HUDF12 apparent magnitude measure-

ment scheme should give a fairly conservative lower limit
on the total fluxes for individual candidates, these com-
parisons suggest that L16 systematically underestimate
the luminosity of individual sources in their catalog by at
least ∼0.25 mag, if not more (taking our scaled-aperture
magnitudes as the baseline). In the next subsection, we
present evidence that L16 underestimated the flux in the
faintest z ∼ 6 candidate (in this case by ∼1 mag).
Given this range in values, we adopt a shift of the

binned z ∼ 6 LF of L16 brightward by 0.4 mag to com-
pare volume density measurements at luminosities closer
to what we measure. After doing so, we find that the
L16 stepwise results appear to be a factor of ∼ 3-4×
higher than our own results in the luminosity range −17
to −14.5 mag (Figure 10). After considering different
explanations for these differences, it would appear that
they are due to the large intrinsic half-light radii that L16
assume (median of 0.09′′). In Bouwens et al. (2016), we
demonstrated through extensive simulations that such
size assumptions would result in much higher inferred

Best fit       log Φobs=0.54 
1σ              log Φobs=0.26 

2σ              log Φobs=0.01 

3σ              log Φobs=—0.36

Integrated number densities of galaxies
(#/Mpc3) down to the faints magnitude: 
correspond to 

Best fit       log Φobs=-0.25 

1σ              log Φobs=-0.47 

2σ              log Φobs=-0.62 

3σ              log Φobs=-0.9

Livermore et al. 2017 

Bouwens et al. 2017

Livermore+16,	Bouwens+16



NM, Grazian Castellano Sanchez 2016

Recently Livermore, Finkelstein, Lotz 2016
obtained LFs of z=6 galaxies down to MUV=-12.5

Based on 2 HFF lensing clusters Abell 2744 and MACS 0416

1. Starting from observed luminosity 
function, we run 107 Monte Carlo 
extractions of galaxies according to the 
observed distribution and with an 
uncertainty provided by the observed 
error bars. 

2. Compute the total nuber density of 
galaxies down to the faintest magn bin:
# of galaxies/Mpc3

at different confidence levels:

3. Assume a Power Spectrum 
P(mX, production model)

4. Compute the associated WDM 
cumulative mass function and the 
corresponding maximum number density 
     (mX, production model)

5. Allowed WDM models are those with
Φobs ≤      (mX, production model)
observed galaxies cannot outnumber the 
DM halos

�̃

�̃

NM, Grazian, Castellano, Sanchez 2016

thermal relics

HFF constraints on thermal WDM models

Menci, Grazian, Castellano & Sanchez 2016

Menci, Grazian, Castellano & Sanchez 2016



HFF constraints on thermal WDM models
mX>3 keV (1σ)  mX>2.4 keV (2σ)
(comparing with Livermore et al)

mX>2.5 keV (1σ)  mX>2. keV (2σ)
(comparing with Bouwens et al)

The tighter limits derived so far independently of 
baryon physics visible galaxies cannot outnumber 
their host DM halos

Very Conservative: The observed galaxies 
cannot outnumber their host DM halo, 
whose density saturates to a max. value 
depending on mX

Menci, Grazian, Castellano & Sanchez 2016



For each point in the grid 
of parameter space 

Compute Power Spectrum
(solve Boltzmann equation) 

Compute 

Compare with HFF number 
density of galaxies at z=6
Allowed region: 

P (k)

sin2(2✓)m⌫
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Exploring the Parameter Space of 
Sterile Neutrino Models 
based on resonant production 

Grid of Values for 

Sterile Neutrino WDM Production from Active-Sterile Transitions

Menci+17





The	future:	constraints	at	cosmic	dawn	with	JWST

MC+22b	ApJL

Harikane+22



The	future:	constraints	at	cosmic	dawn	with	JWST

Galaxy	number	density	becomes	more	
powerful	as	a	probe	of	WDM	at	
increasing	redshift	

New	JWST	data	probe	z=9	and	beyond,	
but	not	deep	enough	yet	(blue	point)	

HST-based	estimates	(up	to	z~6,	black	
points)	are	more	constraining	still	

But:	similar	JWST	observations	on	deep	
lensed	fields	(red	points)	may	improve	
constraints	and	potentially	exclude	
mx<4-5	keV

HST	
on	lensed		
fields

First	JWST	
data	at	z~9

Potential	JWST	
constraints		

on	lensed	fields



2-	The	epoch	of	reionization	in	WDM	models

The	Epoch	of	Reionization	(EoR)	marked	a	fundamental	phase	transition	in	the	history	of	the	Universe,	during	which	the	
Intergalactic	Medium	(IGM)	became	transparent	to	UV	photons.

THESAN	Project	
https://www.thesan-
project.com

Kannan+22,	
Garaldi+22	
Smith+22



The	sources	of	reionization
UV	Luminosity	Density Ionizing	photon	production Escape	fraction	of	ionizing	photons

The	evolution	of	the	ionized	fraction	depends	on	several	
factors	

Dependence	on	UV	luminosity	density	implies	a	dependence	
on	the	power	spectrum,	i.e.	on	DM	models	



WDM power spectrum

LA9-LA10-LA11 are 
compatible with 3.5 keV 
emission line observed 
towards galaxy-clusters.

Lovell et al. (2017)

From Lovell et al. (2020)

In	thermal	WDM	case	the	half-mode	mass:



The UV 
Luminosity 
Function

We	use	the	PANDA	semi-analytic	
model	(Menci+18)	to	compute	
UV	LF	with	CDM	and	WDM	
power	spectra	under	several	
assumptions	on	galaxy	properties

Romanello,	Menci,	MC	2021



Reionization 
and UV 
magnitude

1. Role	of	bright	galaxies	
increases	with	time.	

2. Faint	galaxies	are	suppressed	
in	WDM	cosmologies.		

Romanello,	Menci,	MC	2021



fesc	=	6%

Romanello,	Menci,	MC	2021

Different	DM	models	yield	to	
different	reionization	histories	

Current	constraints	are	not	
strong	enough	to	discriminate	
DM	models,	due	also	to	
degeneracies	with	galaxy	
properties	(ionizing	budget	
and	escape	fraction).	

Probing	highest	redshifts	with	
JWST	will	be	fundamental.

Delayed	reionization	in	WDM	models



fesc	=	6%

Romanello,	Menci,	MC	2021

Different	DM	models	yield	to	
different	reionization	histories	

Current	constraints	are	not	
strong	enough	to	discriminate	
DM	models,	due	also	to	
degeneracies	with	galaxy	
properties	(ionizing	budget	
and	escape	fraction).	

Probing	highest	redshifts	with	
JWST	will	be	fundamental.

Delayed	reionization	in	WDM	models



• The		abundance	of	faint	galaxies	at	z~5-7	yields	strong	
constraints	on	DM	models	

• mx>2.4	keV	for	thermal	relics	at	2-σ	level	
• Sterile	neutrinos	from	resonant	production:	unprecedented	
lower	limits	for	sin2(2ϑ)	as	a	function	of	msterile.			E.g.,	for	
msterile=7	keV	we	obtain	-10.4	<log	sin2(2ϑ)	<	-9.8	at		at	2-σ	
level	

• The	impact	of	faint-galaxies	(MUV	>	-20	or	Mhalo	<1010.5Msun)	is	
dominant	during	the	EoR	(z>6)		

• WDM	scenarios	yield	to	an	overall	reduction	of	the	ionizing	
photons	and	to	a	delay	in	Reionization	process	with	respect	
to	CDM	

• Future	JWST	observation	will	be	fundamental	to	constrain	
WDM	models	with	very	high-redshift	galaxies	

Summary 
and 
conclusion


